
Starting simple
It is perhaps quite obvious that the Dark Indian Game breeds true,
after all, it is the original variety of  the breed. The other colours
are ‘genetically Dark,’ but have overlaying genes which skew the
visual appearance of  the birds in question. 

Blue Laced
Until this variety came along, colour breeding in Indian Game was
relatively simple. However, with the introduction of  the Blue gene
(to alter the double lacing from black to a desirable shade of  pastel
blue), came the inevitable Splash versions and hence some
confusion…

An all-Blue Laced breeding
pen produces 3 varieties of
offspring: around half  Blue
Laced ‘as the parents,’ one
quarter Dark, and the
remainder ‘Splash’ (pure for
the blue gene). 

The confusion arises when
people believe they have
Jubilees, but the birds in
question are actually ‘Splash’
which have emerged from
Blue Laced. These, as you

would expect, breed true when
bred together, but they are not
Jubilees and shouldn’t be
shown (or regarded) as such.
Of  course, if  you have a
Splash Indian Game (male or
female) that you are certain
came from Blue Laced parents
(because you know the
history), then you can breed
one of  these birds to a Dark
Indian Game and get 100 per
cent Blue Laced offspring.
However, this works best and
produces a more favourable
shade of  blue when the Dark
in the pen is derived from Blue
Laced stock.

Sometimes these Splash birds
get crossed to Jubilees and that
further confuses the issue. You
should avoid doing this,
because you don’t want ‘pale’
birds that are carrying both the
dominant white and blue
genes; it makes predicting the
offspring very difficult and
really muddies the waters.

Many breeders of  Blue Laced
use a Dark male over Blue
Laced females (or vice versa),
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 Although these are 'commercial' Indian Game (and probably
wouldn't get any prizes at shows), this pen demonstrates how
breeders use a Jubilee male with Dark females to produce 50 per
cent of each in the offspring

 A breeding pen of Large Indian Game: Dark male and Blue
Laced females (producing 50 per cent of each in the offspring).
Bred by Susanna Repik

which gives approximately half
of  each in the offspring (no
splash).

Jubilee
Jubilee Indian Game carry a
gene that restricts the black
pigment: it simply cannot express
on the feathers, so instead of
being a beautiful contrast of
black and mahogany (as the
Darks), they become white and
mahogany, which is really
striking in the females.

From an all-Jubilee breeding pen
(where the male shows the
correct level of  brown on the
shoulders), you will invariably get
predictable outcomes in the offspring. Around half  will be Jubilee
and ‘as the parents,’ one quarter will be Dark, and the remainder
will be almost white (what some people call ‘pales’). Interestingly,
some people breed specifically for these paler birds for the table, as
it avoids the black feather stubs left from the dark feathered birds.

If  you can recognise one of  these ‘pales’ (pure for ‘dominant white
gene), it is possible to breed one to a Dark Indian Game and end
up with 100 per cent Jubilees. However, because the pales aren’t the
most attractive of  colours, their uses are perhaps somewhat under-
appreciated.

To force the outcome of  the offspring only being either Jubilee or
Dark, many breeders make the most of  the way the dominant
white gene is inherited and have either a Jubilee male running with
Dark females (or vice versa) as their breeding pens.

Test Matings
Usually, the Jubilee birds have no signs of  blue in the neck feathers,
whereas the Splash clearly do.  However, the only way to be certain
what your bird carries, is to breed it to a Dark Indian Game, and,
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If, however, you get both Blue
Laced and Jubilees (as well as
possibly Darks), then your
‘uncertain bird’ clearly has a bit
of  both going on. With diligent
future breeding, it should be
possible to separate out these
genes and make the job much
easier for yourself  (and anyone
who buys stock off  you)!

What the 
experts say
The Indian Game experts, who
are well-respected in the Fancy,
advise breeders to always use a
Dark in the breeding pen. Club
Secretary, John Cook, said:
‘Whether breeding for Blue
Laced or Jubilees, I always find
it best to have a Dark as one
side of  the breeding pen - it
can either be male (or female
when pair-mating). This gives
around half  of  each,
respectively, in the offspring
and keeps the colour stable.
Indian Game breeder and
exhibitor, Susanna Repik,
agrees and uses the same
method of  breeding her Blue
Laced and Jubilees.

hopefully the results will be
consistent. 

For example, if  you only get
Blue Laced offspring, then the
bird in question was Splash; if
you get half  Darks and half
Jubilees then the bird in
question was a Jubilee. If  you
only get Jubilees, then the bird
in question was ‘pale.’ (a
Jubilee pure for dominant
white).

 A Blue Laced Indian
Game hen - a prize

winner for breeder and
owner, Susanna Repik

 A Dark Indian Game female - a winner for Peter Watkinson.
Photo: Ian Wileman

 A trio of Jubilee Indian Game bantams bred by Mark Perkins.
Photo: Susanna Repik

 A Splash male. Photo
courtesy of Gillian Turner


